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Polarization measurement is a necessa
ry part of the experiments with polarized 
beams in storage rings. 

At the Institute of nuclear Physics 
(Novosibirsk) a number of polarization me
asurement techniques and devices intended 
for polarization control have been sugges
ted and tested at the VEPP-2, VEPP-2M, 
VEPP-3 and VEPP-4 storage rings. 

The paper presents a brief description 
of the used techniques and experience of 
performing experiments with the polarized 
beams. 

1. Polarization measurement b means of 
the intra-beam scattering effect IBS 

The idea of the method has been sug
gested in Ref. I 1/, and its realization has 
first occured at the VEPP-2 /2/ and ACO /3/ 
facilities. This method is based on the de
pendence of the particle scattering cross 
section in a bunch on a relative orientati
on of their spins. The measurements are ma
de using special com1ters which detect the 
Pairs of Particles lost from the beam due 
to IBS and. having after interaction, the 
momenta different from the equilibrium one 
(p..-Llp and p-&.p ). The contribution from 
oolarizatio~ to the IBS decreases with in
creasing the transverse momentum of the 
interacting particles and increases at lar
ge momentun1 transfers. The counting rate of 
events also slows down as the transverse 
momentum and size of the beams grow. In 
view of this, the use of the IBS is j usti
fi ed within the low-energy range only. 

The method is analysed in detaiJ. in 
Hef. I 4/. 

Two different versions are possible to 
construct a IBS-based polarimeter. 

In the first version (VEPP-2~, ACO) 
the narticles ere detected, v1hich st;oongJ.y 
vary- their momentum and leave the store.gr; 
ring's aperture already behind the first 
bending magnets. 'rhe set of counters :i.s lo
cated outside the aperture and the events 
from a limited azimuthal sec ti on of the 
storage ring are detected. In this case, 
the effect is more significant but the co
unting rate is low. For example, in the me
asurements at the VFPP-2r:; the mor:1entum. ve
riation was llP/p~o.2+0.3, the effect 
constituted a1:1>0ut 2Cffo, and the counting re
te at currents of about 20 mA •:.ras ecual to 
dozens of Hz. 

In the second version, the events with 
a smell ~iOmentum transfer are detected oo 
that both particles remain in the storage 
ring chamber after interaction. The coun
ters are placed within the eperture and de-
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tect the events 2.vaile.b1e from the v1hole pe
rimeter of the storage ring. In this case, 
the counting rate is high but the effect be
comes much smaller. Therefore, the beam si
zes and the other paramete:rs, determining 
the counting rate, need to be strongly stab
le. In the experiments at the VEPP-4 (see 
Hef. /5/), while measuring the m_asses of the 
'!" - and 't' / -mesons, we have obtained the 

magnitude of the effect about 2% 0,t a coun
ting rate of 2-4 kHz. 

For norme.lization, it has seemed conve
nient to have two bunches of the same inten
sity: pola.rized and non-polari'.0ed ones. This 
eliminates the necessity for an accurate 
normalization of the counting rate per squa
red nlli~ber of particles. 

2. Laser Polarimeter 

The idea of a laser polarimeter has 
been suggested in the paper /6/ for the 
first time. A first J.aser po1arimeter has 
been installed at SPEAR. At the VEPP-4 
(Hef. /7 /) vie have used a laser v1i th JJ. wave
length of 5300 A, repetition frequency 
20 kHz and novrnr 3 W. To mecEmre the scatte
red-beam as~rmmetry, the detector, which is 
desi<Yned on the basis of a pronortio:rn.l 
chamber with a. 120 resolution, - is employed. 
The detector is 20 m distant from the scat
tering regj_on. 

With the aim of increasing the detecti
on efficiency with lovr scattering on the 
converter, use is made of a ma11y-chamber 
system consisting of five converters and 
chambers Placed one after another. The to
tal radiation length is about 2.5 Xo. 'J1his 
Provides a detection efficiency of about 
SO%. The Ha-based total-absorption counter 
for measuring the photon energy, is located 
behind the chambers. With a current of 3 mA 
in the storage ring the counting rate of 

("-quanta is about 10 l<Hz. This ensures a 
1(ffo accuracy of polarization measurement 
durinlT a period of about 100 s. The measure
ments0involving the laser polarimeter have 
been made in an energy range of 4.7-5.2 GeV. 

3. Polarization Measurement 
o ' nchrotron radiation 
-po arized p otons on a co earn 

The idea of the method and its descrip
tion are given in the paper /8/. The method 
has been used for the energy calibration of 
the masses of the r' -, I' - and T" -me
sons at the VEPP-4. 

As known, outside the orbit plane the 
photons of synchrotron radiation has e cir
cular polarization of different dgns above 



and below the orbit. In view of this, if the 
electron and positron orbits are vertically 
separated, then the circularly-polarized 
photons will be mainly involved in the Com
pton scattering. Unlike the laser technique, 
the present method gives a larger magnitude 
of asyrnmetry, The maximum asymmetry occurs 
at the energy of incident photons in the 
electron-system of rest, ·~ mc2. This cor
responds to an energy of photons of 25 eV 
for the electrons with an energy of 5 GeV. 
The photons having such an energy and a high 
degree of circular polarizati~i;;t are emitte? 
at an angle of about r>J 6•10 4 to the orbit 
plane. The selection of the required photons 
from the entire SH spectrum is made by mea
suring the energy of scattered )"'-quanta 
by a total-absorption counter. 

'rhe experiment is schematically shovm 
in Fig. 1. The up-dovm asymmetry has been 
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Fig. 1. J,ay-out of the instal1ation for 
polarization measurements by scat
tering of SR circularly-nolari~ed 
photons. 

a) view from the top; 
bi side view. 

CoLL11ter for ~:easu:dng up-dovm asymmetry. 
2 - Convertere 
J - Paired ionization chamber. 

measured by two scintillation counters (1) 
with a 1-mm gap between them. The coLJnters 
are 1- m distant from the collision point in 
the transverse-field detector LlD-1. The elec
tron o.nd positron directions are both used. 
To cor:;pensr'.te the e.syr:·:netry caused by the 
vertical instability of the orbit, a cnecial 
feed-back system using a computer hes been 
c'esigned. As the detectors, the ioni7,ation 
chembers have been employed in pairs (3), 
~hich operate in the soft part of the synch
rotron radiation s•Jectrrnn. The chambers are 
ril2ced in front of. the counters measuring the 
asymmetry. In the stsndar~ cycles of I -me
son meosurements the magnitude of the asym
metry constituted 4.6±1% at a 55% degree of 
beam pol2rization. 'l'his is in good agreement 
~ith the calculated value (4~0.5)%. The typi
cal counting rate ls "' 1 kEz. The behaviour 
of the e.syrnmetry as a function of time is 
sho;m in+Fig. 2. ( 1 and 2: SR scattering on 
e- and e beams, 3: laser light scattering on 
e- beo;n. A = ( up-dovm)/ (up+ dorm)). 
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Fig. 2. Time dependence of the asym

metry. 

4. i':ieasuremen t of radiative nolarization b 
a ar nar of ,R 

The idea of the method has been advan
ced in the paper /9/, and various variants 
of i. ts possible applications have been dis
cussed in the papers / 10/ and / 11/. The 
first experimental results are given in pa
per / 12/. 

The essence of the method consists in 
measuring a spin correction to the SR inten
sity. This correction is equal by order of 
magnitude, to the ratio of the energy of the 
detected photons to the energy of electrons: 

s ~ -h_:-0 . 
E 

lTote that a sign of /]; is determined by a 
sign of the magnetic field at radiation po
int. 

For the VEPP-4, W/wK = 7 (WK is 
the critical SH freouency) and t'~s·10-5 
if the field is b = 20 kG and the energy 
is E = 5 GeV. 

To observe so small correction, a spe
cial tech..ri.i que has been developed, which in
cludes the following: 

a) Relative variation bf the SR inten
sity has been observed caused by two bun
che5 of approximately equal current (DI/I~ 
10- ) during the change of the polarization 
degree of one of the bunches. 

b) A special selective depolarizer ena
bles any bunch to be depolarized. 

c) The SR intensity generated by each 
bunch is measured in the counting regime by 
means of a scintillation counter. It should 
be noted that the threshold of a discrimina
tor has been chosen so that the counting ra
te from each bunch be about a half of the 
revolution frequency. The latter circumstance 
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is connected with the fact that at a J.arge 
number N of photons in the detector at each 
revoJ.ution the puJ.se-height spectrum has a 
r~lat~ve width"'i/Vi\':'<<io In this case when a 
discriminator threshold coincides with the 
most probable pulse height the detector 
~ensitivity to the mean number of Photons 
is maximum. -

A schematic view of the experiment is 
given in Fig. 3. The SR, emitted by a spe-

&inch f 

Fig. J. 1 - Scintillation counter, 
2 - discriminator, 
J - commutator, 
4 - counters, 
5 -

11
computer, 

6 - snake"uower supply, 
7 - "snake'~, 
8 - dispJ.ay, 

cial "snake", is extracted at a counter. 
'rhe ratio of the counting rate from two 
bunches is measured. The feed-back system 
stabilizes, through a slight variati~n of 
the field in the "snake", the counting ra
te from one of the bunches at a level of 
0.5 -'o• The typical results of the meaoure
men~s with the variation of the field po
larity in the "snake" and without its va
riation are presented in Fig. 4. 

5. Forced depolarization. A depola
rizer 

A fast forced depolarization is use
ful for polarization measurements. As a 
rule the resonant excitation of one of the 
frequencies has been used: 

Jd =(K-Y)to 
( ---J is the spin precession frecuency, K 
is an integer). 

We make use of several types of depo
larizers. 

1) The depolarizer with a longitudi
nal magnetic field is a loop surrounding 
the vacuum chamber (VEPP-2, VEPP-2M). It 
follows from the spin motion kinematics 
that the efficiency of the depolarizer de
creases with increasing the energy. 

Fig. 4. i) Results of the measurement of 
SR ~ntensi ty dep¥ndepce on the beam, poJ.ari
zi;ition degree ( Nd N2 is a ratio of coun
~ing rates of photons from 2 bLmches). In no
ints (a) and (b) a fast deuolarization of " 
one of the bunches has been performed. The 
measurement time is 60 sec Der uoint. The 
:olarifation time of a bl!llch is' 'L'p =-
- 1740 20 sec (~ = 0.726). 
c• • ~i) Results of the measurement of 
oR J.ntensi ty dependence on the field direc
tion in a "wiggler". 

;i;; - a field sign in a central a:ap of a 
J'. II • 1 11 • • • ~ wigg er coincides with a sign of a 

guiding field in the storage ring; 
. t - a qeld flign is opposite. a+b -depola

rizer on (N2); b+c -dep. off; c+d -dep. on 
(N 1); after d both bunches are depolarized. 
. ?) The depolarizer with a radial magne

~ic fie~d.keeps, in a first approximation, 
1_ts efficiency as the energy increases. Ho
\'!~. er, it.is worth emphasizing that this ef
ficiency is ~ complex function of energy and 
of the location of the depolarizer in the 
magnetic structure of the.storage ring. 

As has been shovm in the paper I 13/, the 
perturbative action of a radial magnetic 
field is determined by the fLmction characte
rizing the response of perturbation in the 
spin motion. 

. Fig. 5 shows the experimental results 
which cemonstrate the different efficiency of 
tJ:ie transverse-field depoJ.arizer at two ener
gies of the VEP?-4. 

The transverse-field deuolarizer has 
been in use at the VEPP-3 an~ VEPP-4 facili
ties. Usually, a pair of vertically-senara
ted plates switched on to a rf generator has 
served as a depolarizer. 

3) The single bunches con be depolarized 
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Fig. 5. The time of forced depolarization 
as a function of the deviation 
amplitude ~f d. of the depolari
zervfrequency at two values of 
I F 12.. 

a) I F'll 12 = 14 (E = 4930 MeV) 
b) I F\112. "' 42 (E == 4980 MeV). 

A solid line is an experiment, 
a dashed line is a calculation 
< 't':~ An 1 P'12.). 

by a selective depolarizer with the time mo
dulation of the depolarizing field. 

Also useful for the polarization measu
rements can be the flip-technique (Ref. /1q/) 
which enables a spin of particles to be 
flipped without the distortion of their de
gree of polarization. 
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